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Vote for Dusty (#p119207) 
by Britpop » Wed Apr 24, 2013 8:43 pm 

To all LTDs please visit a site called Dustyville where you are directed to a poll of the 
greatest female singers of all time. Dusty is positioned at number 97. Shock and horror 
when it is discovered all the so called 'singers' who are rated above her. Lets get Dusty to 
the top of this poll, where she undoubtedly belongs.
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Re: Vote for Dusty (#p119213) 
by Brian » Wed Apr 24, 2013 9:14 pm 

Any chance of the link ?

Brian
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Re: Vote for Dusty (#p119215) 
by Beautiful soul » Wed Apr 24, 2013 9:34 pm 

I think this is it...
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http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/Dustyville/
(http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/Dustyville/) 
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Re: Vote for Dusty (#p119218) 
by Britpop » Wed Apr 24, 2013 10:06 pm 

Thanks Connie for posting the link. I posted 100 posts before I finally got myself an 
avatar. I've not quite got the hang of Links etc., yet. I hope everyone votes ...early and 
often as they say. I couldn't believe some of the names above Dusty, mind 
boggling...Nicki Menaj..I could use a few expletives here, but I'll refrain from doing that.
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Re: Vote for Dusty (#p119219) 
by nevertoolate » Wed Apr 24, 2013 10:29 pm 

Thanks for the info and link Sarah and Connie have done my bit. Most of the singers 
above her I've never heard of.....
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Re: Vote for Dusty (#p119581) 
by Britpop » Mon Apr 29, 2013 1:08 pm 

Dusty has moved up to number 95! Come on people lets vote.
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Re: Vote for Dusty (#p119642) 
by A Girl Called Christal » Tue Apr 30, 2013 12:46 am 

Voted. 

It's hard to take a poll seriously when someone like Nicki Menaj places so high... or even 
at all. It's kind of sad what current mainstream music people consider "good". Wish more 
young people listened to the greats... like Dusty.
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Re: Vote for Dusty (#p119652) 
by Brian » Tue Apr 30, 2013 6:59 am 

--------------------------------------------------------
This has been a problem, most probably from the late 80's when 'artists' became sales 
figures for the music business. True, the record companies wanted a return for their 
investments before this, but in those days things were slightly 'simpler' - it was exciting 
to see what singles artists would put out and more importantly THE songs. You only have 
to listen to the radio when 'oldies' are played - everybody remembers them - all the 
words, the tunes and what they were doing at the time, but from the 90's onwards real 
songwriters seem to disappear, and electronics took over in a big way. I'm not saying 
there havent been some wonderful songs since, but unlike in the 60's/70's where they 
came one after another, they only appeared occasionally.
This applies to the artists - and female artists in particular. There is a wealth of female 
'singers' out there - some who have talent and deserve to succeeed (Adele, Emeli Sande, 
Melody Gardot, Paloma Faith, Caro Emerald etc), but there are dozens who have very 
little to offer except a producer who's a wizzard with electronics and can mime and 
wriggle about on stage - 'dancing' *
* These 'singers' need to watch Tina Turner/Ikettes, Cher and most of the 60's girl groups 
to see how to dance AND sing at the same time!
Along with the lack of vocal ability, the 'songs' are nonedescript, repetitive and quite 
honestly - boring.
Videos play a big part in 'selling' the 'product' nowadays - hence you get the likes of Nicki 
Menaj, Cheryl (Cole),Katy Perry, Carly Rae Jepson, Avrile Lavigne, Demi Lovato etc - all 
interchangeable but not worth the bother!

All I can say is - most of us were born at the right time! - FOREVER DUSTY 

A Girl Called Christal wrote:

Voted. 

It's hard to take a poll seriously when someone like Nicki Menaj places so 

high... or even at all. It's kind of sad what current mainstream music people 

consider "good". Wish more young people listened to the greats... like Dusty.



Brian
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Re: Vote for Dusty (#p119678) 
by dusty nut » Tue Apr 30, 2013 9:40 am 

have of course voted For our Dusty  Minnie Riperton Above Dusty-really!!! 
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Re: Vote for Dusty (#p137979) 
by Cas19 » Fri Nov 08, 2013 8:07 am 

I voted , it took me a while to find Dusty at 172!!!!

Casx
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